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Highlights, ASB Meeting, August 24-27, 2009

AUDITING STANDARDS BOARD (ASB) MEETING
August 24-27, 2009
Nashville, TN
MEETING ATTENDANCE
ASB Members

AICPA Staff

Harold Monk, Chair

Linda Delahanty, Audit & Attest Standards

Ernie Baugh

Mike Glynn, Audit & Attest Standards (8/24-8/25)

Sheila Birch

Ahava Goldman, Audit & Attest Standards

Jacob Cohen

Hiram Hasty, Audit & Attest Standards (8/26)

Walt Conn

Chuck Landes, Audit & Attest Standards

Tony Costantini

Richard Miller, General Counsel & Trial Board

Charles Frasier

David Scott, PD-Course Development

Nick Mastracchio

Judith Sherinsky, Audit & Attest Standards (8/26-8/27)

Andy Mintzer
Thomas Ratcliffe
Randy Roberts
Darrel Schubert
Tom Stemlar
Mark Taylor
Phil Wedemeyer
Stephanie Westington
Art Winstead
Megan Zietsman
Absent
Jorge Milo (designated representative: Brian Richson)
Observers and Guests
Drew Batton, KPMG LLP
Doug Besch, SEC
Ed Bryant KPMG LLP
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Rob Chevalier, KPMG LLP
John Fogarty, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Diane Hardesty, Ernst & Young LLP
Jan Herringer, BDO Seidman LLP
Steve Holland, Thomson Reuters (PPC)
Maria Manasses, Grant Thornton LLP
Jeff Markert, KPMG (8/24)
Susan Menelaides, McGladrey and Pullen, LLP
Mindy Montgomery, Deloitte & Touche LLP
Dan Montgomery, Ernst & Young LLP
Keith Newton, Grant Thornton LLP (8/26)
Mark Nichols, Mayer Hoffman McCann P.C.
Brian Richson, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (8/25-8/27)
George Rippey (8/26-8/27)
Gail Vallieres, GAO
AGENDA ITEMS PRESENTED AT MEETING
Chair’s Report
Ms. Goldman informed the Board of the appointment of Brian Bluhm, Rob Chevalier, David
Duree, David Morris, Ken Odom, and Brian Richson to the ASB for the 2010 committee year.
Harold Monk, Chair, Walt Conn, Tony Costantini, Nick Mastracchio, Jorge Milo, Stephanie
Westington, and Art Winstead will be rotating off. Darrel Schubert will serve as Chair and
Sheila Birch as Vice Chair.
The ASB approved unanimously the highlights of the July 27-30, 2009 meeting. The ASB
discussed the diversity in the level of detail in the highlights and expressed a preference not to
have paragraph by paragraph changes but summary of issues discussed. Paragraph detail can
be included in the discussion memo when agenda items are brought back to the ASB. The ASB
confirmed that the vote of ASB is not to be included in the ED wrap, since it is noted in the
highlight. However, the ASB retains the ability to mention a dissent in the ED if the vote is not
unanimous.
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1.

Auditor’s Report

Mr. Montgomery, Chair of the Auditor’s Report Task Force, led a discussion of the materials for
Agenda Item 1 that contained the following proposed SASs:




Modifications to the Opinion in the Independent Auditor’s Report
Emphasis of Matter Paragraphs and Other Matter Paragraphs in the Independent Auditor’s
Report
Reporting on Compliance With Aspects of Contractual Agreements or Regulatory
Requirements in Connection with Audited Financial Statements

Modifications to the Opinion in the Independent Auditor’s Report
As a result of the discussion of the proposed SAS Modifications to the Opinion in the
Independent Auditor’s Report, the ASB directed the task force to:


Remove the requirement in paragraph 11 of the proposed SAS relating to multiple
uncertainties because the in the United States a disclaimer of opinion is appropriate only
when the auditor is not able to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence.



Include as application material to paragraph 10 the guidance in extant AU 508.30.



Remove repetitive guidance in paragraph 14a.



Revise paragraph 20 and related application material in paragraph A25 to cover omitted
financial statements.



Delete paragraph 27 and include a requirement in paragraph 21 to also describe matters that
give rise to emphasis of matter or other matter paragraphs in the auditor’s report even if the
auditor has expressed an adverse opinion or disclaimed an opinion on the financial
statements.



Combine paragraphs A7 and A8 and revise the title to paragraph A7 and paragraph A8 to
include financial statement presentation.



Change “client’ to “management” throughout.



Clarify in paragraph A10 that this applies the auditor modifies the opinion.



Delete paragraph A17 because this situation is not applicable in the United States.



Clarify the wording in paragraph A18.



Move paragraph A22 to follow A24.



Make various changes to the illustrative financial statements to better reflect United States
terminology.



Make certain other editorial changes.

The ASB unanimously voted to ballot the proposed SAS for exposure.
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Emphasis of Matter Paragraphs and Other Matter Paragraphs in the Independent Auditor’s
Report
As a result of the discussion of the proposed SAS Emphasis of Matter Paragraphs and Other
Matter Paragraphs in the Independent Auditor’s Report, the ASB directed the task force to:


Provide a clearer explanation of how the emphasis of matter and other matter paragraphs
relate to the explanatory paragraphs in extant AU 508. Include additional explanation in the
wrap document and add additional application material to paragraph 2.



Revise the definition of emphasis of matter paragraph in paragraph 5a (and make this change
throughout) so that the definition is closer to extant AU 508 allowing an emphasis of matter
paragraph to be included in the auditor’s report when the auditor wishes to emphasize a
matter.



Revise paragraph 6 and add application guidance addressing when an emphasis of matter
paragraph may be included in the auditor’s report.



Revise paragraph 10 to better reflect the proposed SAS Special Considerations—Audits of
Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance with Special Purpose Frameworks.



Consider moving discussion of the parties to whom use of a by-product report is restricted,
from paragraphs A14-A19 to requirements. In addition, consider proposing a conforming
amendment to the proposed SAS Special Considerations—Audits of Financial Statements
Prepared in Accordance with Special Purpose Frameworks, to better reflect where these
extant requirements should be placed.



Delete those items listed in paragraph A2 that are required by other SASs since that is
covered in the Exhibits.



Delete Illustrations 1 & 3 since they relate to consistency paragraphs that will be covered
under a separate proposed SAS.



Revise the “Basis for Qualified Opinion” in illustration 2 to better reflect U.S. terminology.



Make certain other editorial changes.

The ASB unanimously voted to ballot the proposed SAS for exposure.
Reporting on Compliance With Aspects of Contractual Agreements or Regulatory Requirements
in Connection with Audited Financial Statements
As a result of the discussion of the proposed SAS, Reporting on Compliance With Aspects of
Contractual Agreements or Regulatory Requirements in Connection with Audited Financial
Statements the task force was directed to:


Revise paragraph 7 so that it is clear that the auditor should not provide negative assurance if
the auditor expressed an adverse opinion or disclaimed an opinion on the financial
statements.
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Revise paragraph 10, add new application material, and add an issue for consideration to the
wrap document to clarify what to do when items of noncompliance are found.



Delete “that the auditor believes should be reported” from paragraph 11a.



Add “certain additional communications” to paragraph A4 to allow the auditor to disclose
when an emphasis of matter or other matter paragraph is included in the auditor’s report on
the financial statements.



Delete illustration 3. The task force will obtain further information through the comment
process as to what a report would look like when items of noncompliance are found.



Make certain other editorial changes

The ASB unanimously voted to ballot the proposed SAS for exposure.

2.

Engagement Terms and Representations

Mr. Fogarty, chair of the Engagement Representations Task Force, led a discussion of the
proposed SASs Terms of Engagements and Written Representations.
Terms of Engagement
Regarding the issue presented, the ASB discussed the use of “evergreen” and multi-year
engagement letters and whether the proposed SAS should require a new engagement letter each
year. The ASB concluded that that the proposed SAS should contain a requirement (in paragraph
11) for the auditor to remind, not – as in the ISA – to assess whether to remind, the entity of the
existing terms of the engagement, and that the reminder should be documented. The ASB
directed the Task Force to add application material that the reminder may be oral, and that a
written reminder might be a letter confirming that the terms of the preceding audit will govern
the current engagement.
The ASB directed the Task Force to


make changes to reflect the ASB’s belief that only fair presentation frameworks are used
in the U.S. (see agenda item 5, Overall Objectives).



in paragraph 7, to address certain regulatory audits, change the modifier “unless [the
auditor is] required by law or regulation to do so” to “the audit is required by law or
regulation” for the requirement to not accept engagements when management imposes a
scope limitation that would result in a disclaimer, and add application material noting that
the auditor is neither required to, nor precluded from, accepting the engagement in the
circumstances described.



move wording regarding the inherent limitations of an audit from paragraph A23 to
paragraph 10, consistent with the ASB’s previous direction to require a statement about
the inherent limitations of an audit in the engagement letter.



in paragraph 11, delete the phrase “remind the entity of the terms of engagement” from
the first sentence, add “If the auditor concludes that the terms of the engagement need not
be revised, the auditor should remind the entity of the terms of engagement. The reminder
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should be documented.”, and add application material addressing the form of the
reminder.


in paragraph A23, change application material to refer to regarding management’s
responsibility to inform the auditor of “subsequent events” to use wording more clearly
understood in the United States.



delete, as it is not necessary, paragraph A38, which discussed termination of
engagements under Government Auditing Standards.



revise the wording in paragraph A39 to better align with proposed SAS Special
Considerations – Audits of Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance with Special
Purpose Frameworks.



make certain editorial changes.

The ASB requested the opportunity to see the revisions to paragraphs 11 and A27 before voting
to ballot for exposure. Accordingly, a revised draft will be presented to the ASB during a
conference call to be held on September 30, 2009, when the ASB will be asked to vote to ballot
the proposed SAS for exposure.
Written Representations
Regarding the issue presented, the ASB agreed with the redrafted language in paragraph A27,
subject to certain editorial changes directed at the meeting. The ASB also directed the task force
to add guidance that is in ISA 580 regarding the use of fair values in estimates to paragraph A14,
and to make changes to reflect the ASB’s belief that only fair presentation frameworks are used
in the U.S. (see agenda item 5, Overall Objectives).
The ASB voted unanimously to ballot the proposed SAS Written Representations for exposure.
3.

AU section 625 Redrafted

Mr. Ratcliffe, Chair of the AU Section 625 Task Force (Task Force), led the discussion for
proposed SAS Reports on the Application of the Requirements of an Applicable Financial
Reporting Framework. The Task Force has been charged with redrafting AU Section 625,
Reports on the Application of Accounting Principles, in accordance with the clarity conventions.
There is no ISA that corresponds to AU Section 625.
Following is a summary of the significant issues discussed at the meeting:


The ASB discussed the concept of an advisory accountant and how it differs from a
reporting accountant. The advisory accountant has full access to management on a
continual basis whereas the reporting accountant does not. Some ASB members noted
that an advisory accountant is in essence a reporting accountant who does not have to
consult with the continuing accountant. The ASB directed the Task Force to include in
the requirements section the criteria that a reporting accountant serving in an advisory
role is required to meet to overcome the presumptive requirement to consult with the
continuing accountant. The definition of advisory accountant and the related
requirements for the advisory accountant were deleted from the proposed SAS.
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The ASB discussed the effective date and concluded the determining factor for the
effective date should be the accountant’s action (that is, providing the written report or
oral advice), not the entity’s action (that is, the transaction). Accordingly, the effective
date paragraph was revised to state that the proposed SAS will be effective for written
reports and oral advice provided by a reporting accountant on or after December 15,
2010.

In addition, various editorial changes were made. The Task Force will bring a revised draft to the
ASB in October 2009.

4.

Compliance Audits

Mr. Rippey, Chair of the Compliance Auditing Task Force, led the ASB in a discussion of
significant comments on, and a revised draft of, the proposed SAS Compliance Audits that would
supersede SAS No. 74, Compliance Auditing Considerations in Audits of Governmental Entities
and Recipients of Governmental Financial Assistance (AU sec. 801). The Task Force had not
identified any issues for discussion with the ASB. The ASB directed the task force to make the
following changes to the proposed SAS, in addition to various editorial changes:
 Revise the first part of the third sentence in paragraph 5 to state, “However, the auditor it
is not required, the auditor’s objective in planning and performing a compliance audit, to
make a literal translation of each procedure that might be performed in a financial
statement audit to a compliance audit”
 In paragraph 11,
1.
delete the paragraph references from the definition of applicable compliance
requirements.
2.
insert the words of compliance after the word risk in the definition of
detection risk of noncompliance
3.
delete the words the auditor’s best estimate at the beginning of the second
sentence in the definition of likely questioned costs
 Insert the entity’s before internal in paragraph 15.







Insert at the end of paragraph 17, and should consider whether any of those risks are
pervasive to the entity’s compliance because they may affect the entity’s compliance with
many compliance requirements.
Replace the first sentence of paragraph18, up to and including the word requirements,
with If the auditor identifies risks of material noncompliance that are pervasive to the
entity’s compliance.
Delete the second sentence of the lead-in in paragraph 23. Revise the first sentence by
inserting tailored to the entity after the word management, and adding, at the end of the
sentence, that address the matters in a–l below.
Insert and disclosed to the auditor after the word identified in paragraph 23c.
Insert and related activities after the word programs in paragraph 23d.
Delete and any other studies in paragraph 23j
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In paragraph 30(n) (2), change for whom use is intended to to whom use is restricted.
Also, replace restricted with intended in both places in paragraph 31(i).
Revise the first part of paragraph A12 as follows: “Obtaining an understanding of the
government programs, the applicable compliance requirements, and the entity’s
environment internal control over compliance with the applicable compliance
requirements …”
In paragraph A14, replace the paragraph references in the text with the applicable
paragraph references from extant AU section 314.
In paragraph A15, after the word recommendations, add that could have a material effect
on the entity’s compliance with the applicable compliance requirements.
Revise the lead-in to paragraph A21 as follows: “To tests of the following areas for
compliance with applicable laws andor regulations are examples of tests of details
(including tests of transactions) may be performed in the following areasin a compliance
audit.”
Move paragraph A25 to the end of paragraph A23.
Revise paragraph A28 to state, “In some cases, management may include in the written
representations qualifying language to the effect that representations are made to the best
of its knowledge and belief. However such qualifying language is not appropriate for the
representations in paragraphs 23a, 23b, and 23l”
Delete the auditor may want to refrain from including in paragraph A34 and replace with
removing. Also delete will reduce the likelihood of sensitive information being disclosed.
In the second bullet of paragraph A39, change should have been to is required to be

The ASB voted to ballot the proposed SAS for issuance as a final SAS.
5.

Overall Objectives

Mr. Fogarty, chair of the Clarity Task Force, led a discussion of Proposed Preface to the
Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards, Principles Governing an Audit Conducted in
Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, and Proposed Statement on Auditing
Standards, Overall Objectives of the Independent Auditor and the Conduct of an Audit in
Accordance With Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, and the changes to the proposed
documents based on direction received from the ASB at its June 2009 meeting.
The Task Force had not identified any issues for discussion with the ASB. The ASB directed the
Task Force to change references to the financial statements being “prepared, in all material
respects, in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework’ to “presented fairly,
…” to be consistent with the wording of the auditor’s report in proposed SAS Forming an
Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements. Additionally, since the ASB believes that only
fair presentation frameworks are used in the U.S., changes to reflect that belief were made to the
proposed SAS. In addition to various editorial changes, the reference to AU section 411 in
paragraph A6 was deleted because the ASB voted to withdraw AU section 411, and the reference
to Rule 101-3 in paragraph A4 was deleted and wording from Rule 101-3 was inserted.
The ASB unanimously voted to ballot the proposed Preface and SAS for issuance as a final
standard.
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6.

Analytical Procedures

Mr. Conn, Chair of the Analytical Procedures Task Force (Task Force), led a discussion of the
issues with respect to the drafting of a SAS that is intended to be in convergence with ISA 520,
Analytical Procedures.
As a result of the discussion, the ASB concluded that:
 As noted by the Task Force, the language in paragraph 5(c) of ISA 520 could reasonably
lead an auditor to conclude that he or she cannot use substantive analytical procedures as
audit evidence when the analytical procedures are less precise than tolerable error – even
if such analytical procedures supplement other audit procedures. The ASB directed the
Task Force to revise paragraph 5(c) of the proposed SAS along the lines of the following:
(c)
develop an expectation of recorded amounts or ratios and evaluate whether
the expectation is sufficiently precise, when combined with audit evidence from
other audit procedures, to identify a misstatement that, individually or when
aggregated with other misstatements, may cause the financial statements to be
materially misstated; and
The ASB also directed the Task Force to include a reference to paragraph A9 as it
believes that the guidance in paragraph A9 assists in alleviating any misinterpretation of
the requirements.
Mr. Fogarty advised that the IAASB did not intend the ISA to be interpreted to preclude
the use of substantive analytical procedures as audit evidence when the analytical
procedures are less precise than tolerable error.


The documentation requirements contained in AU 329.22 should be retained in the
proposed SAS because documentation of analytical procedures is an area of concern in
practice. Omitting the documentation requirements may cause practitioners to assume
that such documentation is no longer appropriate. The ASB directed that the requirements
be revised to correspond with the wording used in the performance requirements
(paragraph 5).



Paragraph A15, which provides guidance specific to governmental entities and not-forprofit organizations, should be amended to delete the following:
Also, industry data or statistics for comparative purposes may not be available.
However, other relationships may be relevant, for example, variations in the cost
per mile of road construction or the number of vehicles acquired compared with
vehicles retired.
The ASB concluded that such guidance is not necessary for governmental entities and
not-for-profit organizations in the United States.



The final bullet under paragraph A19 should be presented as a separate application
paragraph.



The first sentence in AU 329.19 should be added to paragraph A20. That sentence reads
as follows:
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Expectations developed at a detailed level generally have a greater chance of
detecting misstatement of a given amount than do broad comparisons.


The guidance in A21 is appropriate and is clearer than the corresponding guidance in
extant AU 329.20.

The Task Force will bring a revised draft to the ASB in October 2009 for a vote to ballot for
exposure.
7.

Internal Control

Mr. Newton, Chair of the Internal Control Task Force, led the ASB in a discussion of a proposed
SAS Communicating Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit (Redrafted) and
related issues. The proposed SAS represents the redrafting of SAS No. 115, Communicating
Internal Control Related Matters Identified in an Audit, for clarity and convergence with certain
aspects of ISA 265, Communicating Deficiencies in Internal Control to Those Charged with
Governance.
The ASB concluded that the task force should








retain the definitions of the various kinds of deficiencies, guidance for evaluating such
deficiencies, and indicators of a material weakness currently in SAS No. 115 so that the
proposed SAS will be aligned with SSAE No. 15. An Examination of an Entity’s Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting That Is Integrated With an Audit of Its Financial
Statements.
draft the SAS by starting with ISA 265 as a base, and making modifications to the ISA
only when necessary.
incorporate, in the proposed SAS, the requirement in ISA 265 for the auditor to
communicate “other deficiencies” to management” (deficiencies that are less severe that
significant deficiencies and material weaknesses). The determination as to which other
deficiencies should be communicated is a matter of professional judgment.
retain the requirement in paragraph 21 of SAS No. 115 for the auditor to document
deficiencies that are not significant deficiencies or material weaknesses if the auditor has
decided to communicate them.
incorporate in the proposed SAS the requirement in paragraph 11a of ISA 265 that the
written communication of significant deficiencies and material weaknesses include their
potential effects (such effects need not be quantified). SAS No.115 does not require that
communication.

The ASB directed the task force to:



Conform the objective of the proposed SAS to the objective in paragraph 5 of ISA 265
Delete the definition of the terms “deficiency in design” and “deficiency in operation”
because those terms are defined in the risk assessment standards and are not needed in the
proposed SAS
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Clarify the meaning of the last sentence of paragraph A5 which describes the increased
potential for management override of internal control in a small entity where
management exercises increased oversight
Replace the lead in of paragraph A6, which discusses evaluating the severity of
deficiencies, with the first sentence in paragraph A5 of ISA 265
Delete paragraph A12 which addresses compensating controls
Revise paragraphs A14 and A15 as follows
A14 Law or regulation may require establish a requirement for the auditor to
communicate to those charged with governance or to other relevant parties (such as
regulators) deficiencies in internal control that the auditor has identified during the audit.
Where law or regulation has established specific terms and definitions and requires the
auditor to use in the communication these specific terms and definitions that differ from
those in this SAS for the purpose of the communication, the auditor would comply with
uses such terms and definitions when communicating in accordance with the legal law or
regulation. ory requirement.
A15. Where law or regulation has established specific terms for the types of deficiencies
in internal control to be communicated but has not defined such terms, it may be
necessary for the auditor to use judgment to determine the purpose of matters to be
communicated further to the legal or regulatory requirement. In doing so, the auditor may
consider it appropriate to have regard to the requirements and guidance in this SAS. For
example, if the purpose of the legal or regulatory requirement is to bring to the attention
of those charged with governance certain internal control matters of importance to their
governance responsibilities, the auditor may consider which they should be aware, it may
be appropriate to regard such matters as being similar generally equivalent to the
significant deficiencies or material weaknesses required by this SAS to be communicated
to those charged with governance and management.




8.

In paragraph A31, change “envisaged” to “envisioned”
Consider whether
o the proposed SAS should prohibit the issuance of written auditor communications
indicating that no material weaknesses were identified during the audit
o the words “to submit to governmental authorities” should be deleted from
paragraph A36, which could increase the parties to whom use of the
communication is restricted
o application material should be developed for the proposed SAS warning the
auditor about the risks of issuing these letters and the possible unintended
consequences.
Specialists

Mr. Schubert led the discussion of the proposed SAS Using the Work of a Specialist and the
proposed SAS Using the Work of a Management Specialist. The objective of the presentation
was to discuss with the Board the draft documents of the proposed SASs.
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The following are summaries of the significant matters discussed.


Developing a Separate SAS to address Management’s Specialists. Mr. Schubert
explained that the Task Force’s original plan, consistent with the direction provided by
the ASB, was to replace AU section 336, Using the Work of a Specialist, with two SASs.
One SAS would converge with ISA 620, Using the Work of an Auditor's Expert, and
would address auditor’s specialists. The other SAS would address management’s
specialists and would be based on the IAASB’s conforming amendment to ISA 500,
Audit Evidence. However, it became clear as the separate SAS was being developed that
the Task Force had to revisit this decision. The Task Force considered three options:
1.
develop one SAS which would combine the Auditor’s Specialist and the
Management Specialist contents,
2.
develop a separate SAS to address Management’s Specialist, or
3.
follow the IAASB’s approach and include the Management’s Specialists
content as part of the Audit Evidence standard.
After its analysis, the Task Force recommended to the ASB the Audit Evidence standard
model. Despite the drawbacks, the Task Force believes, in the final analysis, the
limitations do not warrant departure from the ISAs. After discussion, the ASB agreed
with the Task Force’s recommendation to amend the Auditing Evidence standard.



9.

Internal Specialists. Mr. Schubert noted that the proposed SAS scopes in the auditor’s
internal specialists, in contrast to extant AU 336 which specifically scopes out such
specialists. ASB members expressed concerns about the inclusion of internal specialists.
They believe that that the proposed SAS would add performance and documentation
requirements that are not substantive. The Board also noted that it was not clear which
specialists would be contemplated under the proposed SAS, for example, a tax accrual
expert. It was noted that the proposed SAS is intended to address specialists other than
accounting and auditing experts. Specialists in the areas of accounting and auditing, such
as a tax partner who reviews the tax accrual, are part of the engagement team. After
discussion, the ASB concluded to move forward including internal specialists in the
proposed SAS and directed the Task Force to consider adding further application
guidance to clarify the level of effort and documentation needed.
Letters for Underwriters

Mr. Wedemeyer, chair of the Comfort Letter Task Force (Task Force) led the discussion of the
proposed SAS Letters for Underwriters and Certain Other Requesting Parties. The Task Force
has been charged with redrafting AU section 634, Letters for Underwriters and Certain Other
Requesting Parties, in accordance with the clarity conventions. There is no corresponding ISA.
The Task Force is not aware of any practice issues regarding AU section 634. Accordingly, its
goal in redrafting AU 634 was to draft a proposed SAS in accordance with the ASB’s clarity
drafting guidance that would not change existing practice.
The following are summaries of the significant issues discussed:


Requesting parties. The ASB discussed whether, regarding a requesting parties that have,
or are believed to have, a statutory due diligence defense under section 11 of the Act, the
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alternatives of obtaining a legal letter or obtaining a requesting party’s representation
should be equally acceptable. The ASB also discussed whether the wording of the
representation letter should be revised.


Example letters. The Task Force put the examples in a different order than in AU 634
that is more relevant to nonissuers. The ASB noted that because practice refers to the
examples by letter, reordering the examples would create an unnecessary change in
practice; however, the ASB agreed with the logic behind the new order. The ASB
directed the Task Force to keep the example of a typical comfort letter for a non-issuer as
the second example, labeled A-2; put the other examples in the extant order; and leave
example P “intentionally omitted”.



The ASB agreed with the Task Force’s approach to the interpretations, restriction on
restricted-use reports in paragraph 35, and use of the phrase internal control over
financial reporting.

In addition, the ASB directed the Task Force to
 State that the auditor is not required to accept an engagement to issue a comfort letter.
 Change “group engagement auditor” to “auditor of the group financial statements”.
 Paragraph A53, revert to the wording in extant AU 634 regarding how sufficient
understanding of the entity’s internal control over financial reporting is obtained.
The ASB expressed concern that the proposed SAS will be perceived as changing existing
practice. The Task Force will consult with AICPA legal counsel and, through ASB members,
firm experts in comfort letters, and bring the results back to the ASB.
10.

Specific Items

Ms. Zietsman and Mr. Winstead led the discussion of issues related to proposed SAS Audit
Evidence—Specific Considerations for Selected Items.
As directed by the ASB at its June 2009 meeting, the Estimates Task Force (task force) reviewed
AU 332, Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging Activities and Investments in Securities.
While much of the content of AU 332 will be addressed by the Audit Guide Auditing Derivative
Instruments, Hedging Activities and Investments in Securities, the task force identified
requirements of AU 332 that are incremental to, and not duplicative of, requirements in other
standards, including the risk assessment standards, proposed SAS Auditing Accounting
Estimates, Including Fair Value Accounting Estimates and Related Disclosures, and therefore
not specifically addressed elsewhere in GAAS.
After discussion, the ASB agreed including in the proposed SAS Audit Evidence—Specific
Considerations for Selected Items the incremental requirements identified by the task force, as
modified to reflect the comments received from ASB members.
11.

GAAP Hierarchy – Withdrawal of SAS No. 69

Mr. Monk led a discussion of the materials for Agenda Item 11, GAAP Hierarchy. The objective
of this agenda item is to vote to ballot the withdrawal of SAS No. 69, The Meaning of Present
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Fairly in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, as amended (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 411), from the auditing literature.
The GAAP hierarchies of nongovernmental, state and local, and federal reporting entities have
resided in SAS No. 69 in the auditing literature. With the issuance of recent pronouncements by
the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB), and Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) to incorporate their
respective GAAP hierarchies into their respective authoritative literature, the ASB believes that
specifying GAAP hierarchies in GAAS is no longer necessary or appropriate.
Because the ASB did not direct that Auditing Interpretation No. 3, “The Auditor’s Consideration
of Management’s Adoption of Accounting Principles for New Transactions or Events,” of SAS
No. 69 (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 9411.11–.15) be retained and moved
elsewhere within the literature, the interpretation will be withdrawn automatically when SAS No.
69 is withdrawn.
The ASB voted unanimously to withdraw the SAS. The effective date of the withdrawal will be
September 2009, by which time the standards issued by the FASB, GASB and FASAB all will
be effective.
12.

RSI/SI/OI

Mr. Markert, Chair of the RSI/OSI Task Force (Task Force), led a discussion of the revisions
made to the proposed SAS, Supplementary Information in Relation to the Financial Statements
as a Whole (the “IRT SAS”) as a result of concerns raised by the ASB at its July 2009 meeting.
At its meeting in July 2009, the ASB directed the Task Force to consider a new term which
would encompass RSI, OI, and any other information upon which an auditor may express an in
relation to opinion. As a result, the Task Force developed a definition of supplementary
information. Mr. Markert stated that the term supplementary information is advantageous as it is
already well known and understood. However, Mr. Markert advised the ASB that he spoke with
David Bean, the Director of Research at the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB). Mr. Bean objected to the use of the term as it conflicts with the same term that the
GASB uses in their accounting literature. The ASB concluded that it agrees with the Task
Force’s use of the term supplementary information but directed that it develop application
guidance to make clear that the term is defined differently in the GASB literature.
In addition, the ASB directed the Task Force to:
 Include Task Force’s proposed requirement for the auditor to obtain the agreement of
management that it acknowledges and understands its responsibility for the
supplementary information.
 Develop an application paragraph to make clear that the supplementary information may
be in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework, with regulatory
requirements, or with criteria established by the entity.
 Revise the reporting requirements to make clear that the auditor can include the in
relation to opinion in a report separate from the report on the audited financial
statements.
 Retain the Task Force’s proposed change to the requirements to include the requirements
from extant AU 551.09 regarding materially misstated supplementary information. The
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ASB concluded that the requirements should be revised to make clear that the auditor can
withhold the report on the supplementary information if management does not revise
supplementary information that is materially misstated.
Develop an application paragraph referencing proposed SAS Other Information in
Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements to provide guidance to auditors
when supplementary information that meets the definition of other information is
materially inconsistent.

The Task Force will bring drafts of the proposed SASs, Required Supplementary Information,
Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements and the IRT SAS to
the October 2009 ASB meeting for a vote to ballot those proposed SASs as final standards.
The meeting adjourned at 1:00pm.
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